GLOW BATON® KITS

EACH KIT CONTAINS...

Water Resistant Plastic Storage Case with Handle

Stainless Steel Wire Stands Stored in a Canvas Pouch

Glow Batons®

KIT K50-50 - 5 Model 50 Glow Batons® Shown

GLOW BATON® 50 KIT K50-50 Includes:
5 Model 50 GLOW BATONS®
5 Stainless Steel Wire Stands with storage pouch in a Portable, Impact and Water Resistant, Plastic Storage Case with Handle. Approximate Wt. 3 Lbs.

GLOW BATON® KIT K50-41 Includes:
4 Model 50 GLOW BATONS®
1 Model 500 GLOW BATON®
5 Stainless Steel Wire Stands with storage pouch in a Portable, Impact and Water Resistant, Plastic Storage Case with Handle. Approximate Wt. 4 Lbs.

GLOW BATON® KIT K50-91 Includes:
9 Model 50 GLOW BATONS®
1 Model 500 GLOW BATON®
10 Stainless Steel Wire Stands with storage pouch in a Portable, Impact and Water Resistant, Plastic Storage Case with Handle. Approximate Wt. 7 Lbs.
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GLOW BATON® 50 Applications and Features:

- Traffic and Crowd Control
- Police Operations
- Military Procedures
- Excellent for Search and Rescue Operations
- Marine Signaling
- Safer Event Parking
- Aircraft Signaling
- Fire/Rescue Operations
- Tough, High Impact and Water Resistant Tube

Approx. Size: 12-1/4" Long overall, 6" by 1-1/2" Diameter with 360° of luminary surface.
 Approx. Wt.: 6.7 oz. with 9 volt size alkaline battery included.

GLOW BATON® 50 Model 50-Traffic Controller Pro

With the highly visible LED Glow Baton®, you can safely direct people and vehicles around and out of an emergency scene.

Traffic Master Master Glow Baton® Multi-Function Glow, Flash or Strobe

TRAFFIC MASTER GLOW BATON® SERIES Applications and Features:

- Police Operations
- Military Procedures
- Excellent for Search and Rescue Operation
- Marine Signaling
- Safer Event Parking
- Aircraft Signaling
- Fire/Rescue Operations
- Impact Resistant Top Lens
- Extremely Bright LEDs

Approx. Size: Large 13-1/2" Long overall, 6-1/8" by 1-1/2" Diameter with 360° of luminary surface.
 Approx. Wt.: 6.7 oz. with 2 AA size alkaline batteries included.

MODEL 100
1 Color- 3 Red LEDs That Glow, Flash or Strobe

MODEL 400
2 Colors- 3 Red & 2 Green LEDs That Glow, Flash or Strobe

MODEL 500
3 Colors- 3 Red, 2 Green & 2 Blue LEDs That Glow, Flash or Strobe

Large Luminous Body Glow
Traffic and Crowd Control
Economical, no bulbs to replace, LEDs last for over 100,000 + hours and are break resistant
2 AA alkaline batteries provide 25 hours in glow mode 45 hours in flash mode

Lightweight, High Visibility from All Directions. Made of durable industrial grade plastic that posses excellent strength and optical qualities.

- Slip Resistant Rubber Hand Grip
- Tough, High Impact and Water Resistant Tube
- Comes with a lanyard that slips securely around your wrist

Impact Resistant Top Lens
Extremely Bright LEDs

Glow Baton has high visibility even in inclement weather

Glow Baton shown as a flare sitting on included stainless steel wire stand

With the highly visible LED Glow Baton®, you can safely direct people and vehicles around and out of an emergency scene.